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Climate uncertainty and information transmissions
across the conventional and ESG assets

Oguzhan Cepni∗, Riza Demirer†, Linh Pham‡, Lavinia Rognone§

Abstract

We examine the effect of climate uncertainty on the spillover effects across the
European conventional and ESG financial markets via novel measures of physical and
transitional climate risk proxies obtained from textual analysis. While the conventional
stock market index serves as the net shock transmitter to ESG assets, we find that
shock transmissions between the two asset classes are significantly lower during periods
of high climate uncertainty, suggesting that ESG investments can offer conventional
investors diversification benefits against climate-driven shocks. Indeed, by comparing
a forward-looking investment strategy conditional on the level of climate risk to the
passive investment strategy, we show that investors who are worried about physical
climate risks could utilize ESG equity sector portfolios as a diversification tool during
periods of high physical climate uncertainty. In contrast, ESG bonds are found to
be particularly useful in managing transition risk exposures that are associated with
policy uncertainty and/or business transitions with respect to environmental policies.
The findings have important implications for investors and policymakers regarding the
role of climate uncertainty as a driver of informational spillovers across the conventional
and ESG assets with important insights to manage climate risk exposures.
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1 Introduction

A growing strand of the literature on climate finance documents that investors care about cli-
mate risk in their investments and asset valuations reflect investors’ risk preferences towards
climate risk exposures. Accordingly, a rapidly growing number of studies in the asset pricing
literature highlight the importance of climate risk as a long-run risk factor (e.g. Bansal et al.
(2017)), while more recent works document that climate risk exposure serves as a system-
atic driver of equity returns (e.g. Faccini et al. (2021); Bolton & Kacperczyk (2021); Bua
et al. (2021); Hsu et al. (2022)), bond returns (e.g. Painter (2020); Huynh & Xia (2021))
as well as real estate pricing dynamics (e.g. Baldauf et al. (2020); Murfin & Spiegel (2020);
Bernstein et al. (2019)). Despite the growing evidence that climate risk poses significant
challenges for economic growth prospects (e.g. Stern & Stern (2007)) and firm profitability
(e.g. Pankratz et al. (2019); Addoum et al. (2020)), how to manage climate uncertainty in
conventional, passive portfolios held by typical investors is still understudied with several
exceptions including Andersson et al. (2016) and Engle et al. (2020) who propose procedures
to construct de-carbonized portfolios, while other recent works focus on the hedging effec-
tiveness of green-labeled investments against climate exposures (e.g. Yousaf et al. (2022);
Cepni et al. (2022)).

In a recent survey that focuses on portfolio managers, directors, and investment analysts
in Europe and the U.S., Krueger et al. (2020) document that investors tend to adopt a
risk management approach when it comes to dealing with climate risk in their investments
rather than divestment of high climate risk exposure assets in their portfolios. This approach,
however, requires a better understanding of the interactions between the conventional invest-
ments and hedge assets that are to be used as instruments in climate risk hedging strategies.
More importantly, one needs a better understanding of the role played by climate uncer-
tainty as a driver of the information spillovers between the conventional and sustainable
investments in order to devise effective diversification strategies against climate risk expo-
sures. Against this background, this paper explores the role of climate uncertainty on the
information transmissions across the European conventional stock market index and various
ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) assets by utilizing novel measures of physical
and transitional climate risks obtained from textual analysis. We then examine the hedging
benefits of ESG investments for passive investors against climate uncertainty by proposing
a forward-looking procedure that is conditional on high climate uncertainty market states.
Our results show that supplementing conventional portfolios with ESG investments can in-
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deed help manage portfolio risks against climate-driven shocks; however, it is essential that
the investor differentiates between the physical and transition climate risk exposures in their
portfolios as the effectiveness of the hedging scheme and the ESG asset to be utilized as a
part of the strategy depends on the nature of climate risk managed.

The literature argues that climate risk can affect stock returns from two distinct channels.
The first channel relates to the literature that establishes a link between time-varying disaster
risks and investment growth (Gourio, 2012), consumption shocks (Wachter, 2013) and excess
returns and volatility in the stock market (see, for example, Barro (2006); Berkman et al.
(2011); Wachter (2013)). This type of climate risk belongs to the broader physical climate
risk which in turn materializes in a physical form wherein either extreme weather events,
e.g. floods/heat waves, or climate chronical hazards, e.g. rising sea levels/droughts, incur
financial losses for the firm (Cepni et al., 2022) with widespread effects on the cross-section
of the economy regardless of energy intensity in firms’ operations and despite the firms’
adaptation or coping ability. In a study that focuses on disaster events not only limited
to physical climate risks, Berkman et al. (2011) show that this form of disaster risk is
priced in the cross-section of stock returns, implied by higher returns observed for industries
that are more crisis risk-sensitive. In contrast, the second channel that links climate risk
to stock market dynamics deals more with the transitionary aspects of climate change on
the economy and consequently on business profitability. The so-called transition climate
risk channel is typically prompted by changes in climate-related policies, shift in public
preferences, and technological advances, and materializes in additional costs for firms as they
adjust their operations to align with the transition’ aim to achieve a greener, de-carbonized,
and climate-neutral economy (Bua et al., 2021). This form of climate uncertainty affects
firms that operate in relatively more energy-intensive industries as these firms de-carbonize
their production processes to comply with the new regulations.

In a recent study on U.S. stock returns, Faccini et al. (2021) provide some evidence that
transition climate risk might be a dominant driver of stock returns. Utilizing separate prox-
ies to capture physical and transition climate risks that relate to natural disasters, global
warming, international summits, and U.S. climate policy, the authors show that only the
U.S. climate policy factor is priced in the cross-section of stock returns, suggesting that the
imminent risk of government intervention, rather than the direct risks from climate change,
serves as a more dominant driver of stock market returns. Given these considerations, it is
imperative that risk managers take into account the nature of the climate risk exposure of
investment portfolios by distinguishing between the effects of physical and transition climate
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risks in their hedging strategies. We contribute to this emerging literature from a novel
context by examining the effect of physical and transition climate risks on the transmission
of shocks across the conventional and ESG assets via novel measures of physical and transi-
tional climate risk proxies obtained from textual analysis. While our results show that ESG
assets are generally less connected with their conventional counterparts during periods of
high climate uncertainty, suggesting that ESG investments can offer conventional investors
diversification benefits against climate-driven shocks, we also find that the type of ESG as-
set to be utilized as a hedge depends on the nature of climate risk that is managed in the
portfolio. We show that investors who are worried about physical climate risks could utilize
ESG equity sector portfolios as a diversification tool during periods of high physical climate
uncertainty. Interestingly, however, ESG bonds are found to be particularly useful in man-
aging transition risk exposures that are associated with policy uncertainty and/or business
transitions with respect to environmental policies. Accordingly, while our findings show that
ESG assets can be useful tools to manage climate risk exposures, not taking into account the
nature of climate exposure in an investment portfolio could hurt the effectiveness of hedging
strategies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the data
and the methodology utilized to measure the spillover effects between the conventional and
ESG assets in the sample. Section 4 presents the empirical findings on the role of climate
uncertainty as a determinant of connectedness patterns and the economic analysis. Section
5 concludes with a discussion of the findings and directions for future research.

2 Data

Our data set consists of 192 member companies of the MSCI Europe ESG Leaders Index,
which is a weighted average index consisting of firms with high Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) performance relative to their sector peers. The index consists of mid-
and large-cap companies across 15 countries in Europe, offering a diversified sustainability
benchmark for investors who focus on European stocks.1 Considering that the typical as-
signment of financial analysts takes place at the industry level and many business managers
make recommendations at the sector level (Demirer et al., 2010) in addition to the argument
by Choi & Sias (2009) that investors may receive signals about a given firm based on infor-

1The countries include Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Nether-
lands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK.
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mation available regarding other firms in the same industry, we examine the role of climate
uncertainty by focusing on industry portfolios comprised of ESG leaders. The industry focus
also allows us to examine the time variation in industry betas in response to climate uncer-
tainty in our subsequent analysis. To that end, using the weight and sector information of
the 192 companies in the sample, we construct the sector-specific ESG Leaders indices for
Communication Services, Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Energy, Financials,
Health Care, Industrials, Information Technology, Materials, and Real Estate. Furthermore,
in addition to the ESG stock portfolios, we also collect data for the Solactive ISS ESG
Screened Euro IG Corporate Bond Index, tracking the performance of EUR denominated
corporate bond market with eligible issuers operating by market standards on ESG, as well
as the S&P ESG Pan-Europe Developed Sovereign Bond Index, which extends the sample
of ESG assets to sovereign bonds.2

Physical and transition climate risk data is sourced from Bua et al. (2021). These indexes
are obtained from textual analysis of Reuters News that is widely used by financial investors
to update their investment decisions. Compiling a list of authoritative and scientific texts
on climate change published by governmental authorities and other institutions, Bua et al.
(2021) first filter the content associated with physical and transition risk. Next, comparing
the filtered content with the corpus of European daily news via the cosine-similarity approach
of Engle et al. (2020), they generate physical and transition concern series representing the
percentage of news coverage dedicated to each type of risk. Finally, the authors use the
residuals from an autoregressive model of order 1 of the concerned series to construct the
Physical Risk Index (PRI) and the Transition Risk Index (TRI) that represent the two
aspects of climate risk. Based on the ESG sector data availability, our daily data spans
the period January 3, 2014 - September 30, 2021, obtained from the Bloomberg terminal.
Examining the descriptive statistics reported in Table 1, we observe positive average daily
returns for all ESG equity sectors except communication services. Not surprisingly, the
IT sector experiences the highest average return coupled with the highest return volatility
while ESG bonds experience lower return volatility compared to the equity investments.
Interestingly, the kurtosis statistic is found to be negative for all ESG equity sectors, implying
that these series have thinner tails than the normal distribution, indicating that ESG sector
returns do not experience extreme returns relative to what one would expect from a normal
distribution. The Jarque-Bera statistic rejects the null hypothesis of normality for all series.
Finally, the ADF statistic shows that all return series are stationary.

2The index weights of the countries are based on their ESG scores.
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− Insert Table 1 about here. −

3 Methodology

3.1 Climate risk and the connectedness between ESG and conventional assets

To identify the role of climate risk on the information transmissions between conventional
and ESG investments, our empirical approach consists of two steps. First, we estimate a
dynamic connectedness network based on the generalized forecast error decomposition of
a time-varying vector auto-regression (TVP-VAR) model. Next, using quantile regression
models, we analyze how climate risks influence the estimated connectedness series between
conventional stock markets and ESG investments. To estimate the time-varying connect-
edness measures, we adopt the TVP-VAR spillover network approach of Antonakakis et al.
(2020) and estimate the following TVP-VAR model:

yt =Btzt−1 + ut ut,∼ N(0,St) (1)
vec(Bt) =vec(Bt−1) + vt, vt ∼ N(0,Rt) (2)

where yt is a vector of ESG and conventional assets, as listed in Table 1. zt−1 is a matrix of
the lagged values of yt, with the optimal lag length determined by the Bayesian information
criterion (BIC). Bt is a matrix of the time-varying coefficients, which follows a random walk
process. ut and vt denote the error terms, while St and Rt denote their corresponding
variance-covariance matrices.

From the TVP-VAR model, we compute the H-step ahead generalized forecast error variance
decomposition (GFEVD), which is independent of the variable ordering (Koop et al. (1996)).
To this end, we rewrite the TVP-VAR as a vector moving average (VMA) process utilizing
the following equation: zt = ∑p

i=1 Bitzt−i + ut = ∑∞
j=0 Ajtut−j. Considering that cross-

variable and own variance shares do not necessarily add up to one, the (unscaled) GFEVD,
ϕg

ij,t(H), is normalized so that, the (scaled) GFEVD, ϕ̃g
ij,t(H), shows the effect of variable j

has on variable i, which is defined as the share of the forecast error variance in variable i
explained by variable j. These GFEVD measures are then given by,

ϕg
ij,t(H) =

S−1
ii,t

∑H−1
t=1 (ι′

iAtStιj)2∑k
j=1

∑H−1
t=1 (ιiAtStA′

tιi)
ϕ̃g

ij,t(H) =
ϕg

ij,t(H)∑k
j=1 ϕ

g
ij,t(H)

where ∑k
j=1 ϕ̃

g
ij,t(H) = 1, ∑k

i,j=1 ϕ̃
g
ij,t(H) = k, and ιi corresponds to a selection vector with
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unity on the ith position and zero otherwise. ϕ̃g
ij,t(H) captures the amount of forecast error

variance in variable i that comes from variable j, thereby indicating the directional spillover
from variable j to variable i.

Using the normalized GFEVD ϕ̃g
ij,t(H), we can compute several spillover indexes to capture

the overall dependence structure among all the variables:

TOjt =
k∑

i=1,i ̸=j

ϕ̃g
ij,t(H) (3)

FROMjt =
k∑

i=1,i ̸=j

ϕ̃g
ji,t(H) (4)

NETjt =TOjt − FROMjt (5)

TCIt =k−1
k∑

j=1
TOjt ≡ k−1

k∑
j=1

FROMjt. (6)

NPDCij,t =ϕ̃g
ij,t(H) − ϕ̃g

ji,t(H) (7)

PCIij,t =2 ∗
ϕ̃g

ij,t(H) + ϕ̃g
ji,t(H)

ϕ̃g
ij,t(H) + ϕ̃g

ji,t(H) + ϕ̃g
ii,t(H) + ϕ̃g

jj,t(H)
(8)

where ϕ̃g
ij,t(H) represents the effect of a shock in variable j has on variable i. Eq.(3) illustrates

the overall impact of a shock in variable j has on all other variables which is defined as
total directional connectedness to others whereas Eq.(4) indicates the aggregated influence
all other variables have on variable j (total directional connectedness from others). Eq.(5)
subtracts the influence of variable j has on others by the influence others have on variable
j, giving us the net total directional connectedness. Positive net spillovers indicate a variable
is a net transmitter of shocks while negative values indicate a variable is a net receiver of
shocks. Eq.(6) represents the TCIt, which indicates the average effect of one variable on
all others. Higher values of this measure implies that the network becomes more connected,
implying that a shock in one variable will have larger impact on others. Eq.(7) defines net
pairwise directional connectedness (NPDCij,t). A positive (negative) value indicates variable
j(i) is driving variable i(j). Finally, equation (8) measures the pairwise connectedness index
between variables i and j, where a higher PCI indicates a higher degree of shock exchange
between the two variables.

Having generated the connectedness series following the procedure outlined above, in the
second step, we examine the impact of climate uncertainty on the spillover effects across
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the conventional and ESG assets. The rationale behind the analysis is partially motivated
by the growing evidence that climate uncertainty serves as a systematic driver of equity
market returns and environmental and social investments have been quite resilient even
during periods of higher market uncertainty (e.g. Albuquerque et al. (2020); Krueger et al.
(2020)). Accordingly, one can expect the shock transmissions across the conventional and
ESG assets to be less pronounced during periods of high climate uncertainty as investors
will be more likely to hold steady on their ESG asset positions during such periods, thus
dampening the spillover effects that could be emanating from conventional asset markets.
Clearly, if this is indeed the case, the case for ESG investments as a diversification tool
against climate uncertainty will strengthen as these investments would be relatively immune
from climate driven market shocks. To empirically examine these arguments, we utilize
quantile regressions in the form:

PCIi,ST OXX,t(τ) = β0(τ) + β1(τ)ClimateRiskt + et (9)

where PCIi,ST OXX,t denotes the pairwise connectedness index between the conventional stock
index (STOXX 50) and ESG asset i, τ refers to the connectedness quantile and et is the robust
error term. As opposed to standard linear regressions that show an average relationship
between the dependent and independent variables, quantile regressions allow us to examine
the role of climate risk at the high and low spillover states, thus providing a more complete
picture of the climate risk effects on information spillovers. Note that, in our application, we
alternatively use the physical and transition climate risk series for ClimateRisk in order to
capture climate uncertainty from different dimensions and these uncertainty series are used
one at a time in the quantile regression model to avoid possible multi-collinearity. For further
robustness checks, we include several financial and macroeconomic variables including stock
market volatility, economic policy uncertainty, gold market volatility, euro currency rate
volatility and month/year time dummies. In addition, we also use the climate physical and
transition concern series of Bua et al. (2021), which are based on the percentage of daily
news related to climate physical and transition concerns, as alternative measures of climate
uncertainty. Although not reported to save space, our conclusions are qualitatively similar
across the alternative specifications (available upon request).
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3.2 Economic Analysis

3.2.1 Asymmetric dynamic conditional correlation (ADCC) model

We examine the economic implications of our analysis by first estimating the dynamic corre-
lations between the conventional stock market index and each ESG asset and next construct-
ing a forward looking investment strategy that utilizes ESG assets as a hedging instrument
against climate uncertainty. Assuming a passive investor who is currently invested in the
conventional stock market index proxied by STOXX 50, we first employ the ADCC model
suggested by Cappiello et al. (2006) to estimate jointly the time-varying correlations be-
tween the returns on the STOXX 50 index and each ESG asset (i.e. sector-specific ESG
Leaders Indices, ESG Corporate Bond Index, and ESG Sovereign Bond Index). Specifically,
we specify the following mean equation on the information set It−1 :

rt = µ+ ψrt−1 + εt (10)

where rt is the n × 1 vector of returns. We denote the residuals by εt = H1/2
t zt where Ht

is the conditional covariance matrix of rt and zt is a n × 1 vector of i.i.d errors. Ht can be
rewritten as:

Ht = D
1/2
t RtD

1/2
t (11)

where Dt = diag (hi,t, . . . , hn,t) defined as the diagonal conditional variances. The conditional
correlation matrix Rt can be shown as:

Rt = diag
(
q

−1/2
1,t , . . . q

−1/2
n,t

)
Qt diag

(
q

−1/2
1,t , . . . q

−1/2
n,t

)
(12)

where Qt is a symmetric positive definite matrix with Qt = (1 − θ1 − θ2) Q + θ1zt−1z′
t−1 +

θ2Qt−1 and Q represents the n × n unconditional matrix of the standardized residuals zi,t.
θ1 and θ2 are non-negative satisfying the condition θ1 + θ2 < 1. The correlation estimator is
then formulated as:

ρi,j,t = qi,j,t√
qi,i,tqj,j,t

(13)

Cappiello et al. (2006) modify the symmetric DCC model of Engle (2002) with additional
terms that capture the asymmetric effect of positive and negative shocks on volatility by
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modifying the conditional volatility model as:

hi,t = ωi + αiε
2
i,t−1 + βihi,t−1 + γiε

2
i,t−1I (εi,t−1) (14)

where the indicator function It−1 = 1 if εi,t−1 < 0 otherwise It−1 = 0. Thus, a positive
value for d implies that positive shocks tend to increase volatility less than negative shocks,
capturing the “asymmetric” effect. The dynamics of Qt in the asymmetric ADCC model is
then defined as:

Qt =
(
Q̄− A′Q̄A−B′Q̄B −G′Q̄−G

)
+ A′zt−1z

′
t−1A+B′Qt−1B +G′z−

t z
′−
t G (15)

where z−
t is the zero-threshold standardized errors with an unconditional matrix Q̄− and

A,B and G are n × n parameter matrices.

3.2.2 Portfolio analysis

Having estimated the time-varying correlations between the conventional stock market index
and each ESG asset, we next implement the optimal portfolio weight approach of Kroner
& Ng (1998) to compute optimal portfolio weights for each ESG asset in a forward-looking
manner. Assuming a passive stock market investor who is currently invested in the stock
market index represented by STOXX 50, we use the conditional volatility and co-variance es-
timates obtained from the ADCC model in Equation (16) to determine the optimal portfolio
allocation for the conventional stock market index (x) and each ESG asset (y) as

w
x/y
t = hy

t − h
x/y
t

hx
t − 2hx/y

t + hy
t

, w
x/y
t =


0, if wx/y

t < 0
w

x/y
t , if 0 ≤ w

x/y
t ≤ 1

1, if wx/y
t > 1

(16)

where hx/y
t denotes the conditional covariance between x and y and wx/y

t is the weight of asset
x in a one-dollar portfolio of the two assets (x, y) at time t, while the portfolio allocation to
the ESG asset is 1 − w

x/y
t . When comparing the optimal portfolio to the passive portfolio,

we track the percent reduction in the variance of the optimal portfolio using the formula:

HE =
[

Variance passive − Variance hedged

Variance passive

]
(17)
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where V ariancehedged and V ariancepassive indicate the variance of the hedged and passive
portfolios, respectively. A higher value of HE implies a greater risk reduction provided by
the hedge portfolio. Finally, the Sharpe ratio, defined as the ratio of the excess return on
the portfolio to its standard deviation, is used to evaluate the risk-adjusted performance of
the hedging strategy.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Connectedness between the conventional and ESG investments

Figure 1 presents the time-varying total connectedness index that captures the overall
spillover effects across all the assets in the sample. The total connectedness estimates range
between 65% and 88%, implying significant spillover effects across the conventional and ESG
investments. This is not unexpected as the stocks included in the ESG category are subject
to common systematic drivers as those listed in the conventional index. Examining the time
variation in the series, we observe several episodes of a rising trend in the total connectedness
estimates, most notably in 2014-2016 and later during the COVID-19 pandemic period in
early 2020. The 2014-2016 period is characterized by highly volatile oil prices, during which
oil prices dropped from a peak of $115 per barrel in June 2014 to $35 per barrel in February
2016. Moreover, this period coincides with the adoption of the Paris Climate Agreement
by 196 countries at the end of 2015, which signaled an increase in the commitment of pol-
icymakers and other stakeholders to mitigate the impact of climate change. Likewise, we
observe a similar rising trend in the total connectedness series at the beginning of 2018,
which coincides with the release of the EU Commission Sustainable Finance Strategy.3 It
can thus be argued that uncertainty regarding climate policies has had a significant impact
on the information spillovers across the ESG and conventional assets. Finally, another surge
in the total connectedness index is observed at the beginning of 2020 during the early phase
of the COVID-19 pandemic, driven by rising concerns over contagion effects in the global
financial markets.

− Insert Figure 1 about here. −

Figure 2 displays the pairwise connectedness network among the variables throughout the
entire sampling period. The arrows show the directions of spillovers between two variables,
while the thickness of the edges shows the strength of the spillovers proxied by the sum of

3See https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/sustainable-finance-renewed-strategy_en for
more details.
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the directional spillovers between the variables. The red (blue) nodes indicate that an asset
is a net shock transmitter (receiver) and the size of the nodes indicates the magnitude of
the net spillovers. Not surprisingly, the conventional stock market index (proxied by the
STOXX index) is the largest net shock transmitter as the aggregate market index reflects
a broad spectrum of market uncertainties over and above those that are associated with
environmental-, social-, and governance-related drivers of firm returns. This is also consistent
with the fact that the STOXX index captures the movements of the overall equity market,
while other indexes capture the movements of the ESG sub-sectors that are also a part of
the aggregate stock market index. Interestingly, we find that the Corporate and Sovereign
ESG bond indexes are strongly connected with each other, while, these assets, on average,
are not connected to the other equity indexes in the model. Clearly, this is good news for
the hedging role of ESG bonds for equity investments, consistent with the previous findings
in the literature of weak connectedness between ESG bonds and the equity markets (e.g.,
Reboredo & Ugolini (2020); Reboredo et al. (2020).

− Insert Figure 2 about here. −

Figure A1 in the Appendix presents the time-varying directional connectedness estimates
that capture the pairwise spillover effects between the conventional stock market index and
each ESG asset. We observe that the conventional stock market index transmits more
shocks to each ESG asset than the amount of shocks transmitted in the opposite direction,
indicated by the orange lines that lie above the green lines in the plots. This means that the
conventional stock market index generally drives the fluctuations in the ESG markets, which
is consistent with our inferences in Figure 2. We also observe that the orange and green lines
in the graphs tend to move in the same direction, indicating that directional spillovers from
ESG markets to conventional stock markets generally co-move with the directional spillovers
in the opposite direction. This implies the presence of common fundamental factors driving
information spillovers in both directions. However, the spillover effects between each pair of
assets do not change at the same rate, indicated by the gap between the green and orange
lines in Figure A1 fluctuating over time. This pattern is more evident in the plot of net
pairwise spillovers reported in Figure A2. While Energy, Information Technology, and Health
Care sectors generally experience stronger information spillovers with the conventional stock
market index, Industrials and Materials sectors are relatively less affected by the information
transmissions. Most ESG equity sectors experience declines in the spillover effects from the
conventional index during 2014-2016, with the exception of the ESG Energy equities and
Sovereign/Corporate bonds. While the net connectedness between the Energy sub-sector
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and conventional stock market partly reflects the increasing contagion between energy prices
and stock markets during this period, the rise in the spillover effects for bonds could be
driven by the aftermath of the European debt crisis, thereby increasing the variability in the
connectedness between the ESG fixed income markets and the conventional stock market.
Similarly, most ESG sectors experience a gradual increase in the net pairwise connectedness
with the conventional stock market index starting with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
in early 2020, possibly due to rising concerns over the global economy and increasing risk
aversion across market participants. In contrast, ESG bond markets experience an opposite
pattern with a decline in the spillover effects during this period, consistent with the recent
findings by Reboredo et al. (2022) and Cepni et al. (2022) that green bonds and low-carbon
stock returns move in the opposite direction or independently from conventional equities.

4.2 Does climate uncertainty drive information spillovers between the conven-
tional and ESG assets?

In this section, we explore the role of climate risks on the pairwise connectedness between
ESG investments and conventional stock markets via quantile regressions described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Table 2 presents the estimated models based on the physical and transition climate
risk series used as explanatory variables. Consistent with our visual inferences from the time-
series plots for the connectedness series, we observe that climate uncertainty indeed has a
significant effect on the information spillovers across the conventional and ESG markets. We
find in general, that higher climate uncertainty makes the ESG markets less connected to the
conventional stock market index, consistently across the different quantiles of connectedness
and ESG equity sectors and bonds. This is good news from a diversification perspective as
dampened shock transmissions across the ESG and conventional investments, particularly
during periods of high climate uncertainty, will allow conventional, passive investors to find
diversification or hedging benefits through ESG assets. However, we also observe that the
effect of climate uncertainty depends on the type of climate risk, with stronger effects ob-
served in the case of physical climate risk rather than transition risks. This implies that the
performance of the ESG asset as a tool to hedge against climate uncertainty will depend
on the type of climate exposure of the investor’s portfolio, highlighting the importance of
separating the physical and transition climate risk exposures of investment positions.

− Insert Table 2 about here. −

To further illustrate this point, we compute the time-varying betas between the aggregate
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market index (STOXX 50) and each ESG asset using time-varying correlations derived from
the ADCC model described earlier in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3 reports the plots for the time-
varying ESG betas with respect to the aggregate stock market index captured by the STOXX
50 index. In line with the observations for the connectedness estimates, the time-varying
betas generally follow an increasing trend for most sectors (except for Sovereign ESG bonds)
around early 2020, which coincides with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
estimated beta series reach their peaks in nearly all markets during 2020. Interestingly, many
ESG sectors including Communication Services, Consumer Staples, Financial, Healthcare,
Materials, and Real Estate experience market exposures well below unity, while, ESG-bonds
have the lowest beta values close to zero, suggesting that these assets can provide a more
robust option for investors who want to diversify the market risk exposure.

− Insert Figure 3 about here. −

Examining the effect of climate uncertainty on the ESG betas, the results reported in Table
3 show that higher climate uncertainty is generally associated with lower betas across all
ESG sectors, particularly at the upper extreme quantiles of market exposures. Once again,
however, the climate effects on betas are stronger for physical climate uncertainty, in line
with the results reported in Table 2. This implies that investors who are worried about phys-
ical climate risks, that is, the uncertainty associated with climate-related natural disasters
and chronic physical hazards affecting business profitability, could utilize ESG equity sector
portfolios as a diversification tool for conventional portfolios during periods of high physical
climate uncertainty. The diversification role of ESG equities, however, does not necessarily
extend to managing transition climate risks in conventional portfolios, as the results in Table
3 generally show insignificant transition climate risk effects on ESG equity betas. In the case
of ESG bonds, however, the results show that fixed-income assets rated ESG could serve as
a risk management tool against transition climate risks, implied by the negative and signif-
icant coefficients for both types of ESG bonds for high quantiles of transition risk (-0182
and -0.144 for ESG sovereign and corporate bonds, respectively). Coupled with the findings
of near-zero beta estimates for these assets depicted in Figure 3, the negative relation be-
tween the betas for these assets and the conventional market index suggests that ESG bonds
could be useful to manage risk exposures with respect to climate policy uncertainty and/or
business transitions towards a more regulated business setting with respect to environmen-
tal policies. Overall, our results suggest that while ESG assets can offer diversification and
hedging benefits for conventional investment portfolios, it is essential to distinguish between
physical and transition climate risk exposures in order to identify the best tool to mitigate
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climate risk effects in investment positions.

− Insert Table 3 about here. −

4.3 Economic implications

To provide an economic perspective to the findings presented so far, in the last part of our
analysis, we examine several portfolio performance metrics that relate to the hedging ability
of ESG assets for conventional investors. In this regard, we consider a passive investor who
is currently invested in the STOXX 50 index, which we refer to as the unhedged portfolio.
We then implement a forward-looking investment strategy in which the passive investor sup-
plements the unhedged portfolio with a position in each ESG asset one at a time conditional
on the market state with respect to climate uncertainty. More specifically, we follow Engle
& Colacito (2006) and take a hedge position in the ESG asset during periods of high cli-
mate uncertainty defined by the climate risk index values above the sample average. During
periods of low climate risk, however, the investor remains unhedged. We then compare the
unhedged and hedged portfolios based on several performance metrics including the portfolio
return, volatility, Sharpe ratio, and hedging effectiveness.

The results presented in Table 4 reveal several interesting insights. The most notable result
is that the optimal portfolio strategy based on ESG bonds is highly effective in reducing
portfolio risk, as the volatility of the hedged portfolios constructed by positions in ESG
corporate/sovereign bonds is significantly lower than the volatility of the unhedged portfolio
(1.063%). We find that supplementing the conventional portfolio with sovereign (corporate)
ESG bonds yields a reduction in return volatility 17% (22%) and 25% (29%), respectively
during periods of high physical and transition climate uncertainty, helping to reduce portfo-
lio risk. This finding is consistent with the recent evidence by Yousaf et al. (2022) and Cepni
et al. (2022) for green bonds and suggests that ESG-oriented bonds can be effectively utilized
for risk management purposes during times of high climate uncertainty. In contrast, we find
that supplementing the conventional portfolio with positions in the ESG equity sectors leads
to increased return volatility for hedged portfolios, with the exception of communication
services, consumer staples, and health care, implied by negative hedge effectiveness values
in the table. Thus, while ESG equities display some degree of heterogeneity regarding their
climate risk hedging benefits, the findings clearly show that not all equity sector indices, de-
spite their ESG orientation, work as effective hedges against climate risk. Further examining
the risk-adjusted returns in the table, we find that some specific ESG sector portfolios could
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instead help improve the risk-adjusted performance of unhedged portfolios during periods
of high climate uncertainty despite their lack of risk reduction benefits for conventional in-
vestors. More interestingly, the biggest gain in risk-adjusted returns is offered by the ESG
IT sector, closely followed by ESG bonds. Overall, the findings show that investors can still
invest in equities with an ESG orientation in order to gain diversification benefits during pe-
riods of high climate uncertainty, however, the diversification benefits are not homogeneous
across the different ESG sectors.

− Insert Table 4 about here. −

Considering the distinct patterns in the connectedness and time-varying beta series observed
during the COVID-19 pandemic period in Figures A2 and 3, we break the sample into two
periods and examine the economic results during the pre- and post-pandemic periods with
January 1, 2020 as the cutoff date. The results in Table 5 show that, once again, supple-
menting the passive portfolio with positions in ESG assets yields a significant reduction in
return volatility, particularly in the case of ESG bonds and some ESG sector portfolios, in-
cluding consumer staples and health care. However, we observe that the pandemic, acting as
a driver of tail risk, has significantly lowered the hedging benefits of ESG-related assets com-
pared to the pre-COVID period, although they still offer improved Sharpe ratios compared
to the unhedged portfolio in most cases. For the post-COVID period, the most considerable
risk reduction is obtained when the unhedged portfolio is supplemented with corporate ESG
bonds during high transition risk periods. On the other hand, the IT sector still yields the
best Sharpe ratio during periods of high physical climate risk, consistently for the pre- and
post-pandemic periods. The strong performance of the IT sector is most likely driven by the
shift to a digital-first world, resulting in a boom in demand for digital services during the
post-COVID period. Nevertheless, our findings show that ESG-related assets can serve as a
good hedging instrument against climate risks even during the pandemic period, supporting
the evidence by Yousaf et al. (2022).

− Insert Table 5 about here. −

5 Conclusion

The role of climate risk as a driver of return and volatility dynamics in financial markets
is well established in the literature. A recent report by Aon estimates the economic losses
caused by climate-related disasters in 2021 to be around $343b, the second largest in his-
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tory, and an increasing number of central banks today plan to run climate transition stress
tests on banks, insurers, and pension funds.4 Not surprisingly, rising concerns over climate
change and its potential impact on the global economy have fueled a boom in sustainable
and stakeholder-focused investments. According to Morningstar, investments pursuing envi-
ronmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards constitute the fastest-growing segment
of the asset management industry, with assets in ESG funds rising 53% from the previous
year to $2.7tn in 2021. However, how effective these investments are as a risk management
instrument against climate risk exposures in investment portfolios is still understudied in the
literature. This paper contributes to the literature from a novel context by examining the
effect of physical and transition climate risks on the transmission of shocks across the con-
ventional and ESG assets via novel measures of physical and transitional climate risk proxies
obtained from textual analysis. This is an important consideration as the effectiveness of
hedging strategies depends on the interaction between ESG assets and their conventional
counterparts during periods of high climate risk.

Examining a number of industry portfolios formed using ESG-focused equities as well as
ESG-focused bond issues, our findings show that ESG assets are generally less connected with
their conventional counterparts during periods of high climate uncertainty, suggesting that
these assets can indeed offer conventional investors diversification benefits against climate-
driven shocks. However, our findings also suggest that the type of ESG asset to be utilized as
a hedging instrument depends on the nature of climate risk that is managed in the portfolio.
More specifically, we find that investors who are worried about physical climate risks, that
is, risks associated with the costly occurrence of both extreme and chronic climate-related
hazards, could utilize ESG equity sector portfolios as a diversification tool during periods
of high physical climate uncertainty. In contrast, ESG bonds are found to be particularly
useful in managing transition risk exposures that are associated with policy uncertainty
and/or business transitions with respect to environmental policies. Accordingly, our findings
suggest that the effectiveness of climate hedging strategies and the hedging instrument that
should be utilized as a part of the strategy will depend on the nature of climate exposure in
an investment portfolio.

Our findings provide further support for the proponents of socially responsible investing as
these investments not only provide non-financial benefits (psychological, public recognition,
etc.) for investors and corporations but can also offer tangible benefits in terms of managing

4https://www.aon.com/weather-climate-catastrophe/index.html
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risk exposures with respect to climate uncertainty. From a policy-making perspective, our
findings can be used as a guideline in the climate stress tests by regulators in their efforts
to mitigate the negative effects of climate risks on the financial system. In future work, it
will be interesting to reconcile our findings with the de-carbonization schemes offered in the
literature and explore alternative de-carbonization strategies based on the risk exposure of
investment portfolios with respect to physical and transition climate risks.
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Table 1: Summary statistics

Mean Median Max Min Std.Dev. Skewness Kurtosis JB ADF
ESG stock returns
Comm. Services -0.011 0.012 6.612 -11.773 1.053 11.540 -0.858 0.000 -30.76***
Consumer Discr. 0.030 0.054 9.218 -12.839 1.218 11.806 -0.475 0.000 -29.35***
Consumer Staples 0.024 0.021 6.724 -7.533 0.915 5.497 -0.167 0.000 -32.01***
Energy 0.010 0.055 12.817 -17.096 1.621 16.692 -0.769 0.000 -29.53***
Financials 0.008 0.042 11.876 -16.243 1.466 18.625 -1.142 0.000 -29.29***
Health Care 0.043 0.062 5.390 -8.641 1.032 3.890 -0.397 0.000 -31.50***
Industrials 0.051 0.097 9.607 -11.484 1.141 10.341 -0.713 0.000 -31.47***
Information Tech. 0.082 0.115 10.204 -9.344 1.523 4.310 -0.293 0.000 -31.74***
Materials 0.038 0.081 6.715 -11.074 1.096 8.087 -0.849 0.000 -30.85***
Real Estate 0.025 0.044 7.204 -16.476 1.174 22.919 -1.623 0.000 -30.31***
ESG bond returns
Sovereign -0.001 0.008 7.936 -2.668 0.451 51.631 2.521 0.000 -32.24***
Corporate 0.011 0.018 0.967 -2.231 0.146 35.639 -2.571 0.000 -16.88***
Climate risk indices
Physical Risk 0.007 0.005 0.133 -0.053 0.020 2.239 0.896 0.000 -48.76***
Transition Risk 0.006 0.004 0.148 -0.082 0.021 3.564 0.929 0.000 -47.05***
Note: * denotes 5% significance level; JB stands for the p-value of the Jarque-Bera test for normality
and ADF stands for the Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root tests.
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Table 2: The impact of climate uncertainty on the pairwise connectedness between conven-
tional stocks and ESG assets

Dependent variable: Pairwise connectedness index
Physical risks Transition risks

Quantiles 10 50 90 10 50 90
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Communication Services -0.238** -0.999*** -0.333** -0.163 -0.204 -0.0600
(-2.86) (-6.11) (-3.20) (-1.93) (-1.48) (-0.55)

Consumer Discretionary -0.129* -0.194* -0.0696* 0.0568 0.103* -0.0399
(-2.34) (-2.54) (-2.16) (0.92) (2.06) (-1.54)

Consumer Staples -0.585*** -1.065*** -0.903*** 0.492*** -0.270 -0.144
(-5.62) (-5.60) (-4.50) (6.00) (-1.82) (-0.83)

Energy -0.504*** -1.311*** -0.206** 0.107 -0.850*** -0.0907
(-3.59) (-11.48) (-2.96) (0.79) (-3.64) (-1.35)

Financials -0.186* -0.596*** -0.231*** -0.0302 -0.322** -0.0147
(-2.14) (-7.38) (-4.72) (-0.62) (-3.19) (-0.30)

Health Care -0.0346 -1.522*** -0.976* 0.101 -0.0834 -0.553
(-0.42) (-6.08) (-2.29) (1.19) (-0.30) (-1.50)

Industrials -0.0176 -0.201*** -0.285** 0.0315 0.0215 0.00382
(-0.38) (-4.86) (-3.00) (0.49) (0.59) (0.04)

Information Tech. 2.901*** 0.0442 -0.312*** -0.885 0.264* -0.00803
(4.43) (0.36) (-4.57) (-0.93) (2.44) (-0.20)

Materials -0.114 -0.111** -0.125*** 0.160 0.0360 -0.00952
(-1.03) (-2.72) (-3.44) (1.33) (1.17) (-0.28)

Real Estate -1.193*** -2.751*** -0.542** -1.511*** -1.154* -0.101
(-3.38) (-5.82) (-2.87) (-6.36) (-2.27) (-0.47)

Sovereign -0.0107** -0.555*** -2.674** -0.00489 -0.132 -0.612
(-3.21) (-6.39) (-3.24) (-0.67) (-1.03) (-0.70)

Corporate -0.0971* -0.426*** -1.716* 0.0673 0.109 0.605
(-1.97) (-4.67) (-2.35) (1.83) (1.19) (1.21)

*, **, ***: Significant at 10, 5, 1% levels. t-statistics are in parentheses.
The pairwise connectedness index is defined in Equation (8) .
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Table 3: The impact of climate uncertainty on ESG betas

Dependent variable: ESG sector market betas
Physical risks Transition risks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Quantiles 10 50 90 10 50 90
Communication Services -0.0895 -0.339*** -0.275*** 0.112 -0.169* -0.0627

(-0.89) (-3.58) (-3.78) (1.21) (-2.11) (-0.93)
Consumer Discretionary -0.000673 -0.154* -0.167** 0.363*** 0.100 0.0254

(-0.01) (-2.51) (-2.65) (4.07) (1.76) (0.48)
Consumer Staples -0.0280 -0.302*** -0.404*** 0.127 -0.0215 -0.206*

(-0.33) (-3.51) (-3.87) (1.22) (-0.27) (-2.06)
Energy -0.530** -0.406** -0.509*** -0.300* 0.0926 -0.0614

(-2.70) (-2.91) (-4.99) (-2.02) (0.75) (-0.42)
Financials -0.205* -0.152*** -0.190*** -0.00262 -0.0115 -0.0450

(-2.47) (-3.42) (-3.31) (-0.03) (-0.29) (-0.82)
Health Care 0.0614 -0.0832 -0.304* -0.0902 0.0284 -0.104

(0.88) (-1.29) (-2.56) (-0.92) (0.47) (-1.34)
Industrials 0.00725 -0.166*** -0.195*** 0.124* 0.0438 -0.0281

(0.13) (-4.31) (-3.68) (2.09) (0.94) (-0.78)
Information Tech. 0.237 -0.00779 -0.151 0.508*** 0.138 0.0147

(1.49) (-0.08) (-1.17) (4.08) (1.43) (0.12)
Materials -0.0112 -0.0891** -0.131*** 0.0645 0.0634* -0.0318

(-0.22) (-2.63) (-3.72) (1.32) (2.06) (-0.83)
Real Estate -0.234 -0.831*** -0.319*** -0.0986 -0.271 -0.159

(-1.19) (-5.03) (-3.42) (-0.53) (-1.70) (-1.93)
Sovereign 0.200*** 0.136** 0.0195 0.0494 0.0983* -0.182***

(4.22) (2.85) (0.20) (0.99) (2.10) (-3.54)
Corporate -0.0759 -0.0312 -0.0609 0.0384 0.0424 -0.144**

(-1.89) (-0.64) (-0.73) (0.61) (0.91) (-2.85)
*, **, ***: Significant at 10, 5, 1% levels. t-statistics are in parentheses.
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Table 4: Hedging performance of ESG investments against climate risks
ComSrv ConsDiscr ConStap Energy Financial HCare Indust IT Materials RealEst Sovereign Corporate Unhedged

Physical Risk

Average 0.005% 0.018% 0.019% 0.019% 0.022% 0.038% 0.037% 0.071% 0.034% 0.031% 0.030% 0.031% 0.017%
Std.Dev 1.061% 1.140% 1.014% 1.283% 1.261% 1.054% 1.109% 1.275% 1.087% 1.095% 0.885% 0.825% 1.063%
Sharpe R. 0.477% 1.618% 1.906% 1.504% 1.748% 3.613% 3.305% 5.540% 3.119% 2.846% 3.404% 3.809% 1.579%
HE 0.17% -7.27% 4.56% -20.71% -18.63% 0.85% -4.40% -20.00% -2.26% -3.04% 16.74% 22.38%

Transition Risk

Average 0.010% 0.028% 0.017% -0.007% 0.025% 0.032% 0.040% 0.053% 0.027% 0.030% 0.020% 0.028% 0.017%
Std.Dev 1.060% 1.136% 0.978% 1.372% 1.277% 1.041% 1.097% 1.301% 1.083% 1.124% 0.793% 0.756% 1.063%
Sharpe R. 0.923% 2.422% 1.710% -0.487% 1.933% 3.048% 3.646% 4.057% 2.528% 2.706% 2.584% 3.674% 1.579%
HE 0.23% -6.94% 7.96% -29.13% -20.16% 2.07% -3.21% -22.46% -1.89% -5.81% 25.37% 28.87%
Note: HE indicates the hedging effectiveness ratio. Hence, a higher value of HE implies a greater risk reduction provided by the hedge portfolio compared to the unhedged
portfolio. The Sharpe ratio is defined as the ratio of the excess return on the portfolio to its standard deviation.
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Table 5: COVID-19 pandemic and the hedging performance of ESG investments against climate risks.

Pre-COVID (03/01/2014 - 31/12/2019)

ComSrv ConsDiscr ConStap Energy Financial HCare Indust IT Materials RealEst Sovereign Corporate Unhedged

Physical Risk

Average 0.010% 0.015% 0.027% 0.030% 0.018% 0.038% 0.030% 0.059% 0.038% 0.041% 0.031% 0.033% 0.016%
Std.Dev 0.934% 0.967% 0.915% 1.069% 1.084% 0.949% 0.972% 1.142% 0.966% 0.965% 0.801% 0.717% 0.933%
Sharpe R. 1.057% 1.530% 2.920% 2.797% 1.703% 3.957% 3.093% 5.139% 3.947% 4.225% 3.885% 4.535% 1.764%
HE -0.13% -3.62% 1.88% -14.57% -16.17% -1.70% -4.14% -22.44% -3.53% -3.43% 14.12% 23.15%

Transition Risk

Average 0.011% 0.025% 0.023% -0.010% 0.029% 0.033% 0.031% 0.044% 0.027% 0.039% 0.022% 0.028% 0.016%
Std.Dev 0.927% 0.956% 0.890% 1.096% 1.038% 0.957% 0.972% 1.170% 0.973% 0.954% 0.737% 0.690% 0.933%
Sharpe R. 1.186% 2.629% 2.639% -0.903% 2.755% 3.401% 3.218% 3.751% 2.819% 4.107% 2.937% 4.004% 1.764%
HE 0.64% -2.45% 4.59% -17.43% -11.26% -2.52% -4.17% -25.40% -4.29% -2.21% 20.99% 26.02%

Post - COVID (01/01/2020 - 30/09/2021)

Physical Risk

Average -0.010% 0.033% -0.005% -0.015% 0.038% 0.040% 0.061% 0.116% 0.021% 0.000% 0.027% 0.028% 0.020%
Std.Dev 1.411% 1.596% 1.296% 1.835% 1.736% 1.352% 1.488% 1.653% 1.425% 1.455% 1.125% 1.118% 1.420%
Sharpe R. -0.697% 2.040% -0.419% -0.798% 2.171% 2.980% 4.120% 6.999% 1.486% 0.034% 2.412% 2.506% 1.401%
HE 0.64% -12.41% 8.72% -29.22% -22.23% 4.80% -4.75% -16.36% -0.34% -2.44% 20.82% 21.28%

Transition Risk

Average 0.008% 0.038% -0.004% 0.006% 0.013% 0.031% 0.072% 0.085% 0.029% 0.003% 0.019% 0.030% 0.020%
Std.Dev 1.426% 1.608% 1.233% 2.055% 1.877% 1.289% 1.445% 1.675% 1.395% 1.575% 0.961% 0.948% 1.420%
Sharpe R. 0.539% 2.344% -0.352% 0.309% 0.709% 2.402% 4.968% 5.087% 2.092% 0.163% 1.931% 3.191% 1.401%
HE -0.39% -13.24% 13.18% -44.68% -32.19% 9.26% -1.74% -17.93% 1.77% -10.89% 32.31% 33.28%
Note: HE indicates the hedging effectiveness ratio. Hence, a higher value of HE implies a greater risk reduction provided by the hedge portfolio compared to the unhedged
portfolio. The Sharpe ratio is defined as the ratio of the excess return on the portfolio to its standard deviation.
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Figure 1: Time-varying total connectedness

Note: The figure shows the rolling total connectedness across quantiles. The x-axis indicates time while the
y-axis indicates the spillover values.
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Figure 2: Pairwise connectedness network

Note: The figure shows the average connectedness network among the conventional stock market index
(STOXX 50 index) and various ESG investments. Red nodes indicate an asset is a net shock transmitter,
while blue nodes indicate an asset is a net shock receiver. The size of the nodes captures the size of the
net spillovers. The arrows show the directions of spillovers between two variables, while the thickness of
the edges show the strength of the spillovers between two variables, which is proxied by the sum of the
directional spillovers between the variables.
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Figure 3: Time varying betas between Stoxx 50 index and ESG assets (sector specific equity and bond indices)

Note: The figure presents the time-varying betas for various ESG assets with respect to aggregate market fluctuations proxied by the STOXX
50 index.
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Appendix

A Additional Figures

Figure A1: Time-varying directional connectedness between ESG markets and conventional
stocks

(a) Communication Services (b) Consumer Discretionary

(c) Consumer Staples (d) Energy

(e) Financials (f) Health Care
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(g) Industrials (h) Information Technology

(i) Materials (j) Real Estate

(k) Sovereign bond (l) Corporate bond

Note: The figure shows the time-varying directional connectedness between each ESG asset and the VS-
TOXX index. The x-axis indicates time while the y-axis indicates the spillover values. The green line
indicates directional spillovers from each ESG asset to VSTOXX while the orange line indicates directional
spillovers in the opposite direction.
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Figure A2: Time-varying net pairwise connectedness between ESG markets and conventional
stocks

(a) Communication Services (b) Consumer Discretionary

(c) Consumer Staples (d) Energy

(e) Financials (f) Health Care
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(g) Industrials (h) Information Technology

(i) Materials (j) Real Estate

(k) Sovereign bond (l) Corporate bond

Note: The figure shows the time-varying net pairwise connectedness between each ESG asset and the
VSTOXX index. The x-axis indicates time while the y-axis indicates the spillover values. A positive value
indicates that the VSSTOXX index is the net transmitter of shocks to the ESG asset.
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